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Data-Vision Partners With PRMS to Deliver Risk Management Solutions
In Today's challenging market environment Data-Vision delivers comprehensive risk management
and production analytics tools to its clients nationwide
MISHAWAKA, IND. – June 21, 2011 – Data-Vision, Inc., a leading pioneer in Internet lending technologies that enable
mortgage lenders to quickly and affordably implement web portal and e-lending capabilities, and Precision Risk
Management Systems, Inc. (PRMS), the leading provider of modern risk management solutions, announced today that
they have partnered to deliver risk management solutions.
Data-Vision President, Randy Schmidt, stated, “In an effort to constantly add value to our hundreds of clients
nationwide we have partnered with PRMS to deliver risk management and production analytics tools to help our
clients achieve greater profitability. By partnering with PRMS, our customers can better manage risk within their
pipelines”.

PRMS helps lenders achieve greater profitability by using their advanced risk management technology tools or by
using their comprehensive managed hedge services. In addition, PRMS's dynamic production analytics and
adverse selection tools will help lenders measure and manage the performance and profitability of their loan
sources and loan products much more effectively.
David Demster, Executive Vice President of PRMS, said “PRMS is very excited to be working with Data-Vision.
Through the relationship, Data-Vision will be able to offer its clients modern risk management solutions that
consistently maximize loan execution, even in volatile markets.” Demster added, “In addition, the advanced
Production Analytics system is an invaluable tool providing the in-depth information lenders need to measure and
manage loan sources, pricing and enable lenders to make truly data-driven decisions.”

###

About Data-Vision
Data-Vision, Inc., founded in 1993 and based in Mishawaka, Ind., offers The Path To e-Lending through a
comprehensive suite of on-line services that are efficient, secure and easy-to-use. Data-Vision enables mortgage
lenders to quickly and affordably bring e-lending solutions to market, complete with leading-edge capabilities
including on-line originations, instant decisioning, electronic document delivery and more.
Data-Vision’s solutions provide the ultimate in flexibility, maximized ROI and advanced on-line functionality. Our
on-line services can be customized to meet each lender’s unique requirements, specific lending channels and
brand image. For more information about Data-Vision visit www.d-vision.com, or contact the company’s sales
department at 888.925.8625.

About Precision Risk Management Systems
Precision Risk Management Systems, Inc. (PRMS) provides both software and managed hedge services to
the mortgage industry. Its suite of products and services enable mortgage lenders to accurately measure and
quantify interest rate risk as well as operational risk utilizing the most technically advanced analytics and neuralbased modeling methods. PRMS’ dashboard-driven Production Analytics suite offers advanced production and
loan source metrics to extend and complement any loan origination system. For additional information about
PRMS visit www.prmsonline.com, or call 501.758.2482.

